Press Release
Tanknology Launches Fuel and Tank Quality Services Division
Austin, TX - Tanknology Inc. the world's largest provider of environmental compliance testing
and inspection services, has announced the formation of a new division that will address the
growing demand for cleaning diesel tanks and filtering diesel fuel in the United States.
The FuelPure Fuel Filtration System eliminates contaminants, sediment and water from fuel by
utilizing a proprietary graduated, four-stage filtering system. Tanknology was one of the first
companies in the industry to enter the fuel polishing market, when it purchased the technology
in 1996. Since that time, FuelPure has grown to be the most trusted fuel polishing technology in
use in the United States.
Tanknology’s TankClean Remote Video UST Cleaning System is the only video-guided cleaning
system in the industry and uses Tanknology’s proprietary TankCam® video inspection camera
to directionally clean the interior of underground storage tanks. First introduced in 2011, the
process utilizes a directed high-pressure rinse, aided by the TankCam which is remotely
operated by a technician, providing video documentation of the entire cleaning process.
Tanknology's DieselCheck Program gives tank owners a glimpse into the health of stored fuel
by utilizing proprietary sampling methods to collect periodic fuel samples from single or multiple
points in aboveground or belowground diesel storage tanks.
John Harris will lead the newly formed Fuel and Tank Quality Services Division, that will utilize
the industry leading TankClean™ Remote Video UST Cleaning System, FuelPure Fuel Filtration
System and DieselCheck™ Inspection Program.
“Tanknology is uniquely positioned to provide solutions to owner/operators dependent on high
quality diesel,” said Allen Porter, Tanknology CEO. “We have over 20 years of fuel polishing
experience with nationwide coverage provided by trained technicians.”
“As a separate division the singular focus is provide best in class service on both a preventative
and reactive basis. We are pleased that John Harris will head the division, as he understands
the challenges, has a customer-centric focus and the former Vice President for the Southeast
Region, he has the operational experience to make the division a success.”
Harris can be reached at (864) 706-7018 or via email at jharris@tanknology.com.

About Tanknology
Tanknology Inc. the world's largest provider of environmental compliance testing and inspection
services, provides environmental compliance testing and inspection services at more than
50,000 petroleum fueling and storage facilities per year. Tanknology offers more than 30
compliance-related service offerings and holds 22 patents for leak detection and tank monitoring
technology. Internationally, Tanknology licensees span more than 20 countries, providing
services to the largest petroleum operators in the world.
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